### Evaluation of Paper Presentation

[e] excellent  
[g] good  
[f] fair  
[p] problem  
[s] serious problem  
[N/A] not applicable  
[*n] see remark number n

---

**Title:**

**Name:**

1. **Title**  
   [ ] title is descriptive

2. **Introduction**  
   [ ] provides a roadmap to the rest of the talk  
   [ ] motives the problem that is being tackled

3. **Body**  
   [ ] clearly defines the problem that is being tackled  
   [ ] contains enough background for audience to understand problem  
   [ ] notation/definitions/theorems/etc. illustrated with examples  
   [ ] contains adequate references to existing work  
   [ ] contains non-trivial results, sketches a “crucial” result

4. **Conclusion**  
   [ ] summarizes the main contributions  
   [ ] addresses future research directions

5. **General remarks**  
   [ ] good use of visual aids  
   [ ] speaker appears to understand the material  
   [ ] speaker communicates ideas well, speaks loud enough  
   [ ] speaker responds well to questions  
   [ ] speaker “talks to” audience, makes eye contact  
   [ ] speaker leaves the audience with a definite message to remember

---

**Notes to the speaker:**

---

**Overall ranking:**  
[ ] Excellent  
[ ] very good  
[ ] good  
[ ] needs improvement